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10/28/2021 

Re-downloaded xlsx, phytools, tidyverse, ggplot2, ggtree, treeio 

● Experimenting with R and learned the # tool and saving as notes for passing lines of code 

 

 

 

11/4/2021 

● Experimented with R 

● Practiced making histograms with GG plot 

● Learned 

○ how to transform from a string to a character line 17 “Data Exploration STAR” 

○ capitalization and exact spelling/characters is important for running lines 

○ How to access data plots from excel using squigly features over and over for 

“documents, star labs 2021, VIP_mammal_tree”... 

○ Trues are seen as “1” and falses as “0” ex. data$Species %in% tree$tip.label 

■ ! is finding sum of not in the category 

■ Normal sum like “sum(data$Species %in% tree$tip.label)” shows species 

names in a tree 

● “sum(!(data$species %in% tree$tip.label)) shows the remaining of 

the sum 

● Should sum up to the normal sum findings 

 

 

 

11/11/2021  

● Re-downloaded “binding_mammal_tree” with easier headers in the data chart 

● Str means structure 

○ str(data) # makes it structured which basically gives a summary [derived from 

help section] 

● “==” means they’re exactly the same, so if not then it means they’re not %in%  

● Structure is how object is set up like data variable as an object, unpacks this for you and 

tells what boxes in and if they have other in it as factors, characters, numbers etc 

● Summary different based on type of object 

○ With data frame or tibble it’ll summarize 

○ Linear model objects, it will give what person wrote code thought as the most 

important info from model 

 

● Understanding linear models/preliminary planning 



● Running phylosig number residues or amino acid  

○ Protein made of amino acids 

○ Using lambda method for phylogenetic signal for # residues identical to humans 

■ Do you expect chimpanzees similarity to humans to have phylogenetic 

signal meaning many more similarities to humans  

■ Assume evolutionary distance influences similarity 

■ 0 means no phylogenetic signal and 1 means exactly linked in lambda!!! 

[when lambda is 1] 

■ K is usually 0-1 but calculated differently but data so controlled by 

phylogeny that it was ABOVE 1 

● How diff from humans, expect above 1 

● 0.001 p value would mean significant relationship 

● If phylogenetic tree not affecting data near 0-0.5 and real data is 

towards right end of graph 

● If way out right means very different than expected 

○ Phylogenetic signal just way of thinking patterns of data exploration, not actual 

testing 

 

● My independent var. Is mammals/orders 

● Dependent variable is strength of selection of coronavirus VIPS 

○ Version 1 avg ratio all coronaviruses VIPS in data that people think interact w 

coronavirus 

■ More general, some may not actually interact 

○ Avg ratio coronavirus 

■ All VIPs experimentally tested and PROVEN to interact w coronaviruses 

● More restrictive and may leave out some that do interact w 

coronaviruses… 

● Torpr is when an animal basically hibernates for a short time 

● Plus sign means r studio is waiting for something 

 

● Might want to include adult body size as a factor variable affecting selection!!!! 

○ Like pop size 

○ Speed of evolution 

○ Restricted evolution is 

■ If only order as a predictor isn’t making sense, you might want to use 

BODY size to explain as independent variable other than order 

● Summary, shows residuals showing something not really explained, can’t see patterns 

alone but gives some basic information 

○ Can be given significance codes like *** is less than 0.001 

■ P value how different is than 0 



 

11/18/2021 

 

● VIP selection maybe body size or maybe some measure of amount of other individuals an 

animal is likely to encounter / colony size 

 

 

 

12/19/2021 + 12/20/2021 

 

● Remember family “gaussian” does not work 

○ Quasi doesn’t work in phyloglmmTMB 

● Creating the most basic residual without any red and only using binomial and family 

● Mod 6 deviation not significant, at p = 0.51755 

○ This does not include all three variables though 

● Failed 

○ Mod 8 deviation significant using binomial as family, p=0.0028 

 

● FORMAT 

○ Always keep modx<-phylo_glmmTMB(avg_ratio_allcoronaviruses ~ order.x * 

density_n_km2 + (1/binomial) 

○ Tilda is always there variable trying to predict and using on right 

 

○ Simplest model order + (1Ibinomial) 

■ Adjust family + whether or not use zi formula term 

■ Use poisson, negative binomial, hurdle possession, hurdle neg binomial, 

geometric 

○ Results of testing for simplest model 

■ Poisson with ziformula [mod 12] 

● Deviation p=0.0028 

■ Possion w/o ziformula 

● p=0.0028 (same graphing for both) 

■ Geometric w zi [mod13] 

● NO geometric, since not in Rstudio for my edition 

■ Geometric wo zi [mod14] 

■ Hurdle poisson + negative binomial 

● Must remember to keep the zi formula in this. 

○ Hurdle poisson 

■ Mod 19 

○ Negative binomial 



■ Mod 20 

 

 

 

11/4/2021 Online Meeting 

 

● Phylogenetic signals mean correlation between the two based on measurement of the trait 

○ Things more closely related more similar 

○ Things closely but not as close similar but not as similar 

○ Like branches [ blue and blue versus farther down [purple 

● File, new file, r script = new script 

● Rows then columns characters 

 

- Object data has within object called order 

- order<-factor (data$order)  

- data<-factor(order) make whole data into whole data object 

- We have rooted trees 

- Roots are farthest left 

- Tips are farthest right points 

- Internal nodes are connecting branches 

- Branch lengths are the lengths of parts of the trees 

- Matters how long branches are considering how closely related 

 

● ORDER OF TIP LABELS NOT EQUAL TO ORDER OF DATA SET IN THIS CASE  

● (ABCD) has (ACDB) but A=A, B not C, C not D and D not B 

● tree$tip.label %in% data$binomial     is every element in set of others 

● tree$tip.label == data$binomial species    is everything the same as other? 

 

● Histogram 

○ Frequency of different magnitudes of data like bar plots 

 

 

 

11/18/2021 

Tree time calibrated from data 

New r script  

- Random effects & fixed effects 

- Variables that cause variation in data but don’t really care about, phylogeny a random 

variable don’t care about effect itself 



- Gray histogram in plots is random distribution near same average we have of a regular 

linear model 

-  
 

 

- Residual = distance between actual data point and that lin 

- Good regression want “residuals” to be small, DON'T want pattern among 

residuals 

- Harder to visualize if categorical like mine, can’t visualize a line of best fit….. 

- Rather like to see random distribution of residuals than patterns of residuals 

 

● Large cook’s distance = model not very reliable/accurate 

● Boxplot residuals QQ plot residuals with red 

○ Boxplots for categorical (like order) 

 

○  
 

 

11/22/2021 

 

- Main predictor is supposed to be order 

- If we find a few different ones that work and if they have more than one predictor 

variable, try and find relationships…  

- Asterix, plus, colon = the interaction ONLY like not attributing any variation to 

order or density alone, but to the interaction 

- Make a new model every time making something new 

- Could just name numbers… 

- Like mod 7, mod 8, mod 9 



- Save RDS to save that one model… 

 

- Plus versus asterix  

- Each term on its own with + looks for variation to the order, then to density 

- Asterix first to var with order, then density, then variation to relationship between 

the 2 

- Want distribution of residuals to follow normal distribution so KP test p=0 is 

totally not good… 

- Simulate residual error in mod 7 is ok, just means there will be significant deviation 

 

 

 

 

1/6/2022  

 

 
● Warning in red means it has run 

○ Convergence problem means it ran in an unusable way… 

○ Error message in red means BAD MODEL and running didn’t even work 

● Stop sign means working through something still 

● Wait to run something new until no stop sign top right or bottom thing in console is a 

blue carat 

● If the program ends when the escape (esc) button is pressed, this means it was fine just 

taking a while… 

 

 

Final Model ACE-2 Protein Binding Affinity : 



 
 

 

 

Finding a Final Model Coronavirus VIP Selection : 

 

1. Mod 8  

 
 

2. Mod 9 

 

 
 

3. Mod 10 



 

 
4. Mod 11 

 
 

5. Mod 12 

 
 

6. Mod 13 

 
 

7. Mod14 a bit different 



 
 

8. Mod 15 different 

 
 

9. Mod 16 

 
 

10. Mod 17 found some difficulty graphing 

 
 

11. Mod 18 



 
12. Mod 20, fail. 

 
 

 

13. Mod 21, warning so “don’t use” 

 
 

14. Mod 22 difficulty loading  

 
 

15. Mod 23 different 



 
 

16. Mod 24 different 

 
 

17. Mod 25 different 

 
 

18. Mod 26 different ,  HUGE red warning message, 50+ error warning 

 



 
 

 

 

STEP TWO NEW 7:52 pm 

● Mod 8, same as last time 

 
 

● Mod 11 different, still significant 

 
 

● Mod 12 different, not horrible but still significant deviation 



 
● Mod 13 different 

 
 

● Mod 14 different 

 
● Mod 15 

 
 

Mod 17 deviation significant, different  



 
● Mod 18 significant, don't use 

 
● Mod 19 deviation significant 

 
● Mod 20 unsuccessful 

● Mod 21 doesn’t work… see errors 

● Mod 22 not good… didn’t run properly 

● Mod 23 still deviation significant 

 



 

● Mod 25 deviation significant… 

 

★ Want p 0.05 or less… 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP THREE NEW  

● Mod 8  

 
● Mod 9 

 
● Mod 10 

 



● Mod 11 

 
● Mod 12 different, still significant 

 
 

● Mod 13 different  

 
● Mod 14 different even with x to the E 

 
● Mod 15 different 

 
● Mod 17 



 
 

● Mod 18 significant 

 
 

● Mod 19 lots of errors, doesn’t run 

● Mod 20 doesn’t run 

● Mod 21 threatened to terminate 

● Mod 24 huge message from DHARMa 

 
 

● Mod 25 DEVIATION N.S. 



 

 
 

- Estimate is the avg effect that being part of that order has on selection on coronavirus-

interacting proteins relative to the first order (carnivora) 

- Standard error (measure of variance), spread around the mean 

- P-value (Pr column) = measure of probability of difference. 

- Not seeing small p-values → not an effect of order on selection of 
average ratio of manually curated Coronavirus interacting proteins 

- Any effect on order in the relationship then is probably because of 

BINDING AFFINITY 

- Know order separately affects binding affinity. 

- Know order does not affect selection on covid-interacting proteins. 

 

● Mod 26 weird message 

● Mod 28 warning message, ran incorrectly 

 

 

 

STEP FOUR 

● (done internally in R Studio) 

Large question is relationship between binding affinity + protein selection 

 

binding_affinity ~ avg_ratio_allcoronaviruses + order + log(density_n_km2) + (1|binomial)  

 



- Selection on coronavirus interacting proteins 

- Taking into account the effect of order, as known that order has an independent effect on 

these things. 

- Last term makes it a phylogenetic model relatedness of species 

 

★ Avg ratio all coronaviruses + try with avg ratio coronavirus = measure of strength of 

selection = ratio using control genes to account for things (in methods at some point) 

 

 

Judging graphs 

 

● Higher ks p val technically better 

● Better balance of more balanced deviation not all clustered 

 

● Amount of selection of Coronavirus interacting proteins is NOT affected by just the order 

of the mammal. This has implications for how much bats have been exposed to 

coronaviruses in their history relative to other mammals. 

● Mod 25 section 3 for avg_ratio_coronavirus.  

● Mod 25 section 1 for avg_ratio_allcoronaviruses. 

 

 

 

Notes 1/23/2022  

- Figure out which family best fits each model. Which model setup works best for each 

response variable (avg ratio covid or avg ratio all coronavirus) 

- Families : cumulative, c ratio, s ratio, a cat 

- 3 model setups interaction, grouping, additive 

- Binding affinity isn’t continuous scale, categorical data is different groups like terrestrial, 

carnivore, etc 

 

 

Preparation for final model 

- Plots look different from dharma residual plots since analysis is more complicated! 

- Each plot gives framework for what it would look as perfect versus what it is just 

like dharma had line and triangle line for what it is 

- IN THESE ONES, light blue bars and dark blue points 

- Light blue is what data should be if it worked 

- Dark blue is what data actually is 



 
 

- Finding the best of good things 

 

- Wavy lines 

- Some light blue and one dark blue 

- IDEALLY dark blue is where most light blue are.  

- Ideally want to not see a stray light blue line, want dark blue line middle of data 

ideally 

 
 

-  PPC intervals 

- The light blue lines are plausible places for blue dot, light blue circles are ideal 

places for blue dot. If there is a dot circle without the dark blue dot in it, it isn’t as 

good as if inside light blue dot 

 

 
- Histograms 

- Want dark blue line where most light blue stuff is. We want it right in the middle 

where most information is. 

 



 
 

- Same idea as left side residuals working with 

- Want blue dots uniformly following a dark blue dash line. A little off is okay, but 

not much… 

- Perfect one would be exactly along the dashed line 

- Stuff below the line like bottom left not ideal, above dashed line not ideal but can 

work with it, but still want best match 

- Above line left or below line on right = problem 

 

 
Additive = avg ratio coronavirus + order = avg ratio of coronaviruses on binding affinity 

and order not related to each other 

 

interaction= asterix instead of plus, avg ratio coronavirus impact binding affinity, order 

affect binding affinity, way avg ratio and order interact has affect binding affinity 

 

grouping=avg ratio coronavirus different each order, that difference has influence on 

binding affinity 

 

 

Best final models 

 

● For “INTERACTION” 

○ Manual, bars, family found best : equally perfect 

○ Manual,histograms, family found best : acat good 

○ Manual,wavy lines, family found best : _cratio best 

○ Manual, line dot thing, family found best : _cratio best linearity 



○ Manual, INTERVALS, family found best ! : _equal again 

 

● For “INTERACTION” 

○ ALL, bars, family found best : _literally equally perfect 

○ ALL, histograms, family found best : _acat great! 

○ ALL, wavy lines, family found best : __cumulative very evened 

○ ALL, line dot thing, family found best : _acat best __ 

○ ALL, INTERVALS, family found best ! : __all equal with blue dot in circle 

■ Out of sratio 

■ Cumulative 

■ Cratio 

■ Acat  

 

● For ADDITIVE 

○ Manual, bars, family found best : ____equal_ 

○ Manual,histograms, family found best : ___cratio__ 

○ Manual,wavy lines, family found best : __cratio great_ 

○ Manual, line dot thing, family found best : _cratio__ 

○ Manual, INTERVALS, family found best ! : __equally perfect___ 

 

● For ADDITIVE 

○ ALL, bars, family found best : __equal_ 

○ ALL, histograms, family found best : __sratio with graph__ 

○ ALL, wavy lines, family found best : ___cratio___ 

○ ALL, line dot thing, family found best : __sratio__ 

○ ALL, INTERVALS, family found best ! : __all equal__ 

■ Out of sratio 

■ Cumulative 

■ Cratio 

■ Acat  

 

● For GROUPING 

○ Manual, bars, family found best : _acat, cratio, cumulative, sratio equal 

good_ 

○ Manual,histograms, family found best : __sratio..___ 

○ Manual,wavy lines, family found best : __cumulative___ 

○ Manual, line dot thing, family found best : __sratio.. (maybe wanna see acat 

in case)__ 

○ Manual, INTERVALS, family found best ! : _cumulative, sratio both good_ 

 



 

● For GROUPING 

○ ALL, bars, family found best : __acat, cumulative, sratio equal good__ 

○ ALL, histograms, family found best : _sratio_ 

○ ALL, wavy lines, family found best : ___sratio__ 

○ ALL, line dot thing, family found best : __acat overall..__ 

○ ALL, INTERVALS, family found best ! : _none, all work_ 

■ Out of sratio 

■ Cumulative 

■ Cratio 

■ Acat  

 

 

 

1/27/2022 

- Things that say intercept are essentially (part 3) how likely you are to end up in each 

level of binding affinity or lower one 

- Relative to the first one, assuming carnivore 

- Avg ratio coronavirus is effect of selection on the coronavirus interacting proteins on 

likelihood of ending up with a binding affinity (1-5) 

- Order cetartiodactyla is how different they are from carnivores in likelihood having any 

binding affinity 

 

 

● Binding aff equal mats and mammals and coronavirus selection higher mammals than 
bats = longer in mammal population, but binding aff same even though longer in 
mammals → means likely both have likelihood of getting infected when exposed to 
coronaviruses, but mammals have been exposed more to it than bats 

○ Tradeoff worse than having COVID maybe…can’t change binding site in way 

both help not get it and not get cardiovascular problem 

■ Remember COVID evolution faster than mammals do 

○ Mammals maybe bounce back and forth possible states of binding affinity 

adjustments and virus just adapts to it as soon as change is made 

 

● Mammals and bats equally exposed and equally responded the same way 

● Binding aff equal mammals and bats but mammals less exposed to coronavirus over the 

years 

 

● If mammals lower binding aff bats but equal exposure to coronaviruses over evolutionary 

time 



● Less binding aff mammals than bats but equal mammals to bats 

○ Affects mammals more than bats!!  

■ Bats higher binding aff means bats evolve ace 2 gene would be more 

detrimental than evolve to accommodate COVID 

■ Note bats high population density, bats ace 2 gene flying is hard work… 

maybe a connection having to fly and being able to change gene for it 

● Brainstorming  

○ Important constriction and function for bats flying = been 

around in both same time, but bats have extra pressure and 

need to keep ace-2 function good 

○ Could also be that bats are just otherwise doesn’t matter if 

they’re infected 

 

 

 

2nd column, first row of Chart 

 

- Coronavirus affects bats just worse 

- Think of COVID impact, bats might need to sacrifice ace-2 because they need to fly 

around and stay active so much (negative impact on lungs) 

- Stat bats have lung size 72% greater than mammals of their size 

- Pulmonary function 10-17% as begin flight 

 

2/3/2022 - In Interpretation 

 

- Correlation means based off organism vip can see if coronaviruses in population for a 

while, then can see if they could have been a possible 

- Binding doesn’t mean it can’t infect the host but can mean it can’t infect the host as 

well 

- Sticky hand, new one stick every time but old one might stick once or twice 

● Binding affinity doesn’t mean it can’t bind at all, just means it’s not as good 

● Higher exposure to infected people (longer or closer proximity) is associated with 

increased chance of getting COVID [in research] 

○ More in body, more likely to pass it on. 

● Low binding aff may contribute to lower VIRAL LOAD 

● Our data, means lower binding affinity for bats 

● Lower binding affinity, less of viral load, and less likely to pass it on. 

 

 

 



We see the difference in binding affinity things because 

 

1. This plot separates order and vip ratio on binding affinity 

2. Part of the reason for statistical analysis is we see patterns with our eyes that aren’t really 

significant or really there, data don’t show it is there. 

- Even though it looks like rodents higher coronavirus interacting protein raselection ratio 

than bats do, there is maybe more variation among rodents sampled so when take into 

account phylogenetic tree there might be differences there but they are no longer 

statistically significant 


